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The Bible Code Oracle Biblical Code Oracle is the first and only easy to use the Bible Of the Dictor of the Torah - Biblical Hebrew Improvement Understanding of the Torah Study The Verb Forms Faith Transformer converts religious texts between 29 denominations. Tora Tools Is a
collection of utilities to help further explore the Torah. Biblical code software is free to download - Bible, Bible Decoder Plus, Bible Pro, and many other programs. Search for the original Bible text in Hebrew and Greek, or in your native language. FREE - Super Fast Biblical Code Program -
Torah4U - FREE negotiation code. Here are references to two speeches that Gordon gave on the noun counting in biblical code. Video 1 shows that Sir Isaac Newton knew that the Bible was written in symbolic code (not the equivalent of the Jewish code of skipping letters). He then
proceeds to explain the two noun counting rules that are all Bibles. The HTML Bible is a free biblical software in the web format. If you can travel online you can use this Bible software online. There is the Talking Bible, which uses microsoft Agent technology Bible Dictionary Consent online
Biblical search for Biblical commentary and numerous translations of the Bible including the King James Bible and the Douay Rheims Catholic Bible. Torah4U fast Bible codes free download program, Bible codes, Torah codes, Tanah, Jewish Bible, English Bible, Russian Bible, Torah,
Drossnin, Bible code, Bible translation, Bible software, English-Jewish dictionary. FREE - Super Fast Bible Code Program - Torah4U - FREE. Download - version 2.11Stay tuned in to the big new versions! Don't forget to update from previous versions. See the tips below. Features of the
program: Super fast multiple searches of words/expressions in the Hebrew Hebrew Hebrew Text synchronized parallel to the full Hebrew text with the English/Russian translation display (see sample) see, type and print Hebrew on any non-Jewish Windows - from 3.11 to XPgreat color
graphic presentation /print search results for groups (slides), storage of data in a universal access 2 MDB format (using a simple ODBC) free export results exchange/importEnglish interface on non-Jewish Windows interface, Hebrew in Hebrew Windows Notes: Free program! Author: Arih
Anpin, Israel, USA (nick, in fact) The reference to this program in any discussion of its results will be appreciated. Sponsors WELCOME. To fix the problem, see the relevant section on Torah4u.hlpPlease to send your notes, comments and interesting results (using this program export
format) by: anpin@mindspring.comSample: The assassination of Rabin (mentioned in the Bible drossnin codes) Tips: To add a word from the text Hebrew to search the field just right click it and select Add the word to search for an item in the pop-up menu that should be open. So you don't
need to print in Hebrew anymore! To change the properties of the font (size, weight, etc.), you can edit the appropriate group in TORAH4U. Ini file in the program directory. For example, to change the size of the font, simply increase the value in the Field. Groups: English font translation for
the English translation Russian translation of the font for the Russian translation Bidi Text Font for Hebrew in Hebrew text and text matrix To determine the boundaries of the search block, use the right clicking of the mouse over the text matrix, text in Hebrew or translation window To
preserve the search results in the database in the dialogue Search first SELECT them and click To the D.B. To see them again in the listbox, bring the word into the Word box and click From DB'Use twice click into the text matrix, Hebrew text and translation box to synchronize themDouble-
click words in search results/slide sheets to see them immediately highlighted in the text matrixWin type in Hebrew in Search Dialogue click Keyboard and use mouse to enter If you don't use russian translation DAT to save spaceIf you don't use an English translation to delete ETEXT files.
DAT and EINDEX. DAT can only use the default printer to save space. If you want to use another one - just set it by default! (In Win95: Start - Settings - Printers - (choose the necessary printer) - File - Set by default) Results archiveExample List: rabin.txt - Rabin
assassinationUsage:Download file from list to your computer (right click list item and select 'Save the target as...') In the program open the dialogue 'Search', go to the tab 'Slide', save the current slide if you want it, click 'Import' click and select downloaded text fileAdd to the list: Send your
interesting results (using this program export format) to:anpin@mindspring.com To get more information about similar programs go to BIBLE CODE SOFTWARE COMPARISONS Welcome to the information page for CodeFinder Millennium Edition Biblical Code Software. With CodeFinder
software, you can search for biblical codes in English, Greek, and Hebrew scriptures, allowing you to finally answer the question: My name is in the Bible Codes. CodeFinder Millennium Edition is the world's fastest and most powerful Bible code software. It has enough capabilities to keep
the experts happy while keeping the ease of use for the beginner. It has been independently evaluated as a world #1 Code Of Software and has been used for many presentations in television documentaries and books about the Bible Code. CodeFinder works on all current versions of
Microsoft Windows, from WIndows 98 to Windows 10. It will even work on Macintosh computers that are installed with either virtual Windows or Boot Camp. For now, the native version for Mac OS X is in the late stages of development. CodeFinder Millennium Edition Bible Code Software
comes complete with texts in English, Greek and Hebrew that allow you to search in any of these three languages. Full and comprehensive online help included in the software. Take a look at a simple English example to see how easy it is to use CodeFinder.CodeFinder is available to us
either on CD or instant download. Delivery download quickly, safely and offers significant savings more than more CD. Download now and search your own hidden biblical codes in just a few minutes. US$67.95 and $4.00 p'h. US$47.95 Save $24 over CDThis list of some of the main
features of codeFinder Millennium Edition Biblical code software. Comprehensive Tutorial.Step on Step Instructions for using CodeFinder Biblical Code Software. Creates detailed reports of your findings. Automatic definition of the best matrix, saving many hours for manual search. Double-



language surgery. Never again need Hebrew or Greek to be problembuilt on a Hebrew date and conversion number utilities.High Speed, the optimal search sequence algorithm, with the full result of caching. Search in Hebrew, Greek and English Scriptures. Displaying Scripture with an
English translation. Look for up to 500 terms per search. The screen has a virtual keyboard for the convenience of typing Greek and Hebrew symbols. Custom dictionaries for Greek and Hebrew.Export and import search results. Continue where you left off on your last search. Several
methods of determining the matrix. Matrix Printout and Save file capabilities.Comprehensive On-Line and context sensitive help. Many customizable settings for an advanced user. On September 1, 1994, Mikhail Drossnin sent a letter to a close friend of the then Israeli Prime Minister
Yitzkhak Rabin. She stated that Yitzhak Rabin's name was crossed by the term killer who would kill in the matrix he found in the Jewish Torah. Unfortunately, Yitzhak Rabin was killed on 4 November 1995, and the phenomenon of the Bible Code became a worldwide sensation. This, after
processing, the matrix shows where the term Yitzhak Rabin intersects the killer will kill, starting with Deuteronomy Chapter 2 verse 33.The CodeFinder Millennium Edition Biblical Code software has far more features than used by Drosnin, along with the speed and power unmatched by any
other product. With the CodeFinder Millennium Edition you can take over from where Drossnin left off, discovering new hidden codes, in a variety of Hebrew, Greek or English Scriptures, faster and easier than ever before. Here are a few links to tutorial information to help you get started
with the software. Take an example of a simple English search. Watch the audiovisual presentation of the same search. Read a textbook on Jewish codes. For a lot more information, including many matrix, please check out our other website Biblical Code Software. Independently rated as
the world's best #1 code software, codeFinder Millennium Edition is the fastest and most powerful Biblical code software. It comes complete with a number of English, Greek and Hebrew scriptures along with a comprehensive textbook and an extensive 55,000-word Hebrew dictionary.
Simple, step-by-step, examples display online to help you get up and running in no time. CodeFinder Millennium Edition Bible Code Software is available on both instant download and CD. CD. has more features than ever before, and includes a carefully redesigned and expanded tutorial.
CodeFinder is 100% compatible with all versions of Windows from 98, including Windows 10. With results shown many times on TV, CodeFinder Millennium Edition Biblical Code Software leads the field in the study of the Bible Code. CodeFinder combines the ease of use for beginners with
enough features to satisfy even the most advanced researcher. Purchase CodeFinder Millennium Edition Download and within minutes you can explore the world of biblical codes on your own computer. CodeFinder Millennium Edition on TV CodeFinder Millennium Edition features in the
following TV documentaries, Originally aired on The History Channel: Biblical Code: Prediction of Armageddon Biblical Code II: Apocalypse and beyond the Secrets of the Bible Code revealed by the Bible Code: The Future and Beyond More Details of the Biblical Codes Yitzhak Rabin
Crossed Killer Will Kill, starting with Deuteronomy 2 to 33 September 1, 1994, Michael Drossnin passed a letter to a close friend of the then Prime Minister of Israel Yitzhak Rabin. She stated that Yitzhak Rabin's name was crossed by the term killer who would kill in the Jewish Torah. On 4
November 1995, Yitzhak Rabin was indeed killed, and the phenomenon of the Bible Code became known in a tragic but undeniable way. CodeFinder Millennium Edition Bible Code Software now has much more features than Drosnin uses, along with speed and power disproportionate to
any other product. With the CodeFinder Millennium Edition you can take over from where Drossnin left off, discovering new hidden codes, in a variety of Hebrew, Greek or English Scriptures, faster and easier than ever before. A comprehensive tutorial takes you step by step with the help of
software and our responsible online support is always available. Purchase the CodeFinder Millennium Edition today and start your own exploration of the unusual phenomenon of Biblical codes. Finally answer the question: My name is in the Bible Codes?. US$67.95'$4.00 p'h. US$47.95
Save $24 on CD Work CodeFinder Millennium Edition, right, shows part of the JFK 'Execution' matrix along with a representation of the Genesis Triangle phenomenon 1:1. Click here to get a full copy of this work of art. Some of the biblical codes discovered with CodeFinder CodeFinder
'Code Pack' Extensions In addition to the English, Greek and Hebrew texts already provided by CodeFinder, there are currently three specially prepared code packets that are available using 'Instant Download'. They add Aramaic and encryption texts to CodeFinder, as well as expand
search capabilities in Greece. These code packs are available for purchase at a low price of US$4.95 each and are suitable for both download and CD versions If you want to expand your Bible Code research into new areas, you can now add one or more of our code packets to your search
history collection. Teh Teh Code Pack introduces the 1905 text of the Syrian Peshitta and the Khaburis Codex. The Greek Code Package includes 4 new texts to search for codes with CodeFinder. These are the texts of the Byzantine majority, Nestle-Aland, Vescott-Gora and Tischendorf.
The cipher code package adds permutations of Asbash, Ntah and Albam Torah and Tanah. CodeFinder Special Designs Unique features CodeFinder Millennium Edition Biblical code software make it ideal for various, ground-breaking, special designs. Examples of these are given in an
essay titled Computers in Genesis and related models of The Torah's data integrity. CodeFinder Millennium Edition Key features a comprehensive tutorial. Step-by-step Instructions for using CodeFinder Biblical Code software. Creates detailed reports of your findings. Automatic definition of
the best matrix, saving many hours for manual search. Double-language surgery. Never again need Hebrew or Greek to be a problem built on a Hebrew date and utility conversion number. High speed, optimal search sequence algorithm with full caching of results. Search in Hebrew, Greek
and English Scriptures. Displaying Scripture with an English translation. Look for up to 500 terms per search. The screen has a virtual keyboard for the convenience of typing Greek and Hebrew symbols. Maintainable user dictionaries for Greek and Hebrew. Exports and imports of search
results. Continue where you left off on your last search. Several methods of determining the matrix. Matrix Printout and Save The Opportunity File. Comprehensive help in online and contextual areas. Lots of customizable settings for an advanced user. The CodeFinder Millennium Edition
includes the CodeFinder Millennium Biblical Code Software Program itself. CodeFinder Dictionary Manager. Koren version of Genesis, Thor and Tanah with English translation. Greek Textus Receptus with English translation. King James Authorised version of the Old and New Testaments.
The management texts are in English and Hebrew. The full featured trial version of our unique Music of the Torah software (CD Version only). The 98-year-old WINDOWS PC Requirements system. It can be launched on Apple Macintosh under a Windows virtual computer or Boot Camp. A
minimum of 40 megabytes of hard drive space to install. At least 16 megabytes of RAM. The minimum screen resolution is 800 to 600. CodeFinder on instant download. Download the CodeFinder Millennium Edition Biblical Code software directly from our secure server and save $24.00 at
the cost of CD-ROM. Download information is provided as soon as the payment is completed, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Week.
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